Introduction

21
Understanding ecological complexity based on empirical data has led to the proliferation of 22 advanced statistical methods for ecological inference. Coinciding with these developments is a 23 need for formal, rigorous methods for using these analyses to make decisions. Subsequent to a 24 statistical investigation, an investigator has several choices to make. Consider two scenarios: 1) 25 an investigator deciding how to summarize the results of an analysis to report in a scientific 26 journal or technical report and 2) a manager deciding how the results of a statistical analysis 27 translate into a choice of management action. In each example, the decision maker is trying to 28 achieve a (perhaps implicit) objective. Minimizing the amount of information lost from the data 29 to the reported statistic is a possible objective in the first scenario, and maximizing some resource 30 is a possible objective in the second scenario. Statistical theory alone does not provide guidance 31 for these choices. In the first scenario, suppose the investigator has collected survival data on a 32 critically endangered species and estimated a posterior distribution for the probability of survival.
33
Standard practice suggests the posterior mean or median is a conventional statistic to report. Is 34 this choice of estimator arbitrary, or is it explicitly linked to an objective? In the second scenario, 35 suppose a refuge manager has collected data on abundance of a species of concern and its 36 relationship to prescribed fire frequency. The manager would like to use the information to 37 maximize cumulative abundance of the species through time. We consider statistical decision 38 theory (SDT) as a single framework to address both of these questions, and more generally, to 39 formally link decisions to three sources of information: statistical results from a data set, 40 knowledge of the consequences of potential choices (i.e., loss), and prior beliefs about a system 41 ( Fig. 1) .
42
Decision theory is broadly defined as the theory of objective-oriented behavior in the 43 presence of choices. SDT is a sub-field of decision theory concerned with using the results of a uncertainty is problem specific. We focus on the uncertainty inherent in our ability to characterize 92 the true state of nature in our examples (e.g., uncertainty in the value of a parameter), but SDT is 93 sufficiently general to include other types of uncertainty (e.g., structural uncertainty of a process 94 related to how a system will respond to decisions). Concise treatment of SDT requires defining 95 notation associated with its basic elements ( 
For the Bayesian case, we replace (y) with a to differentiate between Bayesian and frequentist 175 expected loss. For a decision problem in which a scientific investigation has been conducted to 176 collect data on the process affecting the decision, the Bayesian expected loss, or posterior 177 expected loss is defined as Bayes rule is defined as the action or decision rule that minimizes the Bayesian expected loss:
Note that the average frequentist risk over a prior distribution is 
The value in the large square brackets of (5) is concerned with finding the probability distribution of ✓ given the data (i.e., the posterior critically endangered species, it would be unwise to overestimate ✓, which could lead to the 230 erroneous conclusion that the population was growing, when in fact it might have been declining.
231
In such a situation, more loss should be given to overestimation than underestimation ( Fig. 2B ),
232
and squared-error loss would not appropriately represent the objectives of the decision maker.
233
The popularity of squared-error loss stems from its relationship to least squares theory and the 234 normal distribution, its use for considering unbiased estimators of ✓, and its relative 235 computational ease (Berger 1985) . The Bayesian risk for the squared-error loss function is
Note that (6) includes the investigator's understanding of loss (and ability to quantify loss in a 237 mathematical function) and the posterior distribution, which is a function of data, the likelihood,
238
and the investigator's belief about the prior distribution. To find the Bayes rule, we differentiate 239 (6) with respect to a, set it equal to 0, and solve for a, resulting in the estimator a ⇤ = E(✓|y) (see Appendix S1 for details); the results of this optimization reveal that the Bayes rule for 241 squared-error loss is E(✓|y), the posterior mean. Putting this in context, assuming squared-error 242 loss is the appropriate loss function, the optimal estimator of ✓ (i.e., the estimator that minimizes 243 the expected squared-error loss), among all possible estimators (e.g., mean, median, mode), is the 244 posterior mean.
245
In the opposite direction, a more general result holds for the form of the loss function given mean as a summary statistic, they are implicitly choosing the broader class of loss functions the Bayes rule (see Appendix S1 for details). Function (7) becomes squared-error loss when 252 f (a) = a 2 and g(✓) = ✓ 2 . The appropriateness of assuming (7) other common loss functions.
274
The choice of loss function is critical for deciding on the appropriate inference. Gneiting Henslow's sparrows to managers. We begin by constructing a loss function that depends on the 294 management action (a) and the unknown state of nature (i.e., the cumulative abundance of birds 295 over a twenty-year period; N a,✓ ), but first some notational clarification is required.
296
Until now, we have described the loss function as a function of the action a and unknown 297 value ✓. In our example, the unknown cumulative abundance N a,✓ is a function of unknown 298 model parameters ✓ (see (9)), and N a,✓ is itself unknown. Thus, the loss function could still be 
302
To describe loss in terms of the management action, we first developed several axioms the 303 loss function should meet, then developed a quantitative loss function that met all of the axioms.
304
The first axiom was that frequent fire intervals are more costly than infrequent intervals and 
1835
( given our model (this process is described in more detail below).
324
A hierarchical Bayesian statistical model can provide inference for the unknown cumulative
where y j,t are the counts of Henslow's sparrows at site j = 1, ..., 8 during years t = 1, ..., T = 4,
327
A j is the area of site j, j,t is the unknown density of Henslow's sparrows at site j in time t and is (Fig. 5B) . Equation (9) calculates the expected annual abundance across the eight sites over an 
Constructing loss functions
354
In the previous sections, we developed or assumed various formulations of loss functions.
355
Because statistical inference can be linked to decision theory through the incorporation of a loss 
380
We have collected the most popular loss functions used in academic research in wasted on an area too small for a species to persist. In the third case, animals must allocate between advanced statistical methods for ecological inference and ecological decision making.
436
The pairing is made through specification and integration of a loss function. We provided two 437 different problems (point estimation and Henslow's sparrow management) with varying 438 implications for ecological investigation. relevant information collected on a process might be lost when using an ad hoc approach. Thus,
455
there is no guarantee the decision will be optimal. Second, optimality is only defined with respect 456 to a loss function and therefore, without a loss function, there are no optimal decisions. Third,
457
how the decision maker came to their decision can be opaque without a transparent process of 458 finding an optimal decision. SDT provides such a process for optimizing actions given data.
459
In each of these SDT problems, the decision maker has the additional task of explicitly [y|✓] The probability density or mass of the data y given the true state of nature (or parameter) ✓.
[✓]
The prior distribution of ✓
[✓|y]
The posterior distribution of ✓ given the data y. the MCMC algorithm. The log density of site j, t years after a burn was: log( j,t ) = 0 + ⌘ j for 651 t = 1 and log( j,t ) = 0 + t 1 + ⌘ j for t = 2, 3, 4. The posterior distributions of were used to 652 derive cumulative Henslow's sparrow abundance over a twenty-year period using (9). 
